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Elk Inflatable Emergency Lifting Cushion

Reliant 450 Patient Lift

Arjo Maxi Lite - Outdoor Floor Lift

Rifton TRAM

The ELK is a compact, battery powered lifting cushion. If someone falls over they can shuffle on to 
the cushion, or be rolled on from the recovery position and assisted to sit upright. The ELK can then 
be inflated at the touch of a button with someone supporting the individual from behind to bring 
them to a raise seated position ready to stand.

The lifter’s remarkably small footprint does not compromise its high lifting stroke, as the unique flat 
manual spreader bar enables both a higher lifting height as well as good legroom for the resident/
patient. Through it’s flat design, the spreader bar is also optimized to reach in through car doors, 
enabling safe and efficient car transfers. Maxi Lite is equipped with both pillar-mounted and handset 
controls for ease of use during all activities including bed, wheelchair and vehicle transfers and 
lifting from the floor.

As of March 1, 2017, BCEHS will no longer respond to requests from licensed long term care facilities for lift assist support where no 
emergency medical care is required.  

Long-Term Care Facilities need to have options available for their staff to assist residents who are unable to independently get up from 
the floor, out of a vehicle or in cases where the resident may have fallen while outside. Below are options available to facilities that meet 
these requirements. Please contact your HME Sales Rep for more information.

The Invacare Reliant 450 Battery-Powered Lift with Power-Opening Low Base supports up to 450 
lb. and its 4.5” under the bed clearance allows easy access for transfers, making them smoother for 
user and caregiver. Includes two 24V batteries and charging station to reduce downtime. Features 
include: Total pinch-point protection covers all moving parts for added safety; Height range allows 
lifting from floor and high surfaces; Wide base provides maximum stability and is battery-operated 
for ease of use; and Manual lowering allows emergency lowering of user in case of power loss.

The Rifton TRAM is a transfer and mobility device designed to deliver three powerful functions 
in one compact unit: gait training, sit-to-stand transfers and seated transfers. The TRAM has a 
350-pound weight capacity and a powerful battery drive that can deliver over 70 lifts on a single 
charge. Quickly adoptable by multiple caregivers, the TRAM’s intelligent engineering significantly 
reduces back strain and stress – providing a smarter and safer environment for workers.


